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ConstruConstruConstruConstruction final cleaning:ction final cleaning:ction final cleaning:ction final cleaning:    

The ground must be free of dirt, plaster, glue, construction dust and sand. It is best to clean thoroughly with a 

vacuum cleaner. Afterwards clean with a neutral cleaner according to manufacturer's data sheet. Dilute the 

cleaner with water according to manufacturer’s instructions and apply the mixture.  After some reaction time use 

a one-disc machine with a green pad to loosen the pollution on the floor. After complete removal of the moisture 

with a  vacuum cleaner, neutralise the ground with clear and if possible warm water. Repeat this process if 

necessary several times until all pollution and cleaning residues are completely removed. The final cleaning is 

carried out with a microfibre wet wipe and if required followed up with a microfibre dry wipe.  

Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products: Exal 2000, manufaturer Wetrok or equivalent.. 

Initial Initial Initial Initial cleaning and cleaning and cleaning and cleaning and carecarecarecare::::    
 

After the construction final cleaning a first cleaning is carried out to product the floor, ease the cleaning and 

increase the duration of the surface. Apply watered-down product thinly and evenly with a wiper or a microfibre 

cloth. Avoid forming of puddles. Under no circumstances rework drying areas. Respect the drying times and 

close off sealed areas, so that these are not walked on for the duration of the drying phase. A slight loss in 

brilliance is to be expected with porviva metal surfaces. 

Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products: Mepol HX gloss or Mepol HM mat, manufacturer Wetrok or equivalent.. 

Maintenance cleaning and careMaintenance cleaning and careMaintenance cleaning and careMaintenance cleaning and care::::    
 

Dry clean the floor with mop, hair broom or vacuum cleaner. Dirt and dust act like sandpaper and, hence, must 

be removed immediately. If required (more firmly sticking soiling, to liquid spots or similar) wipe a neutral 

cleaner mistily moist with a microfibre wet wipe and if necessary afterwards with a microfibre dry wipe. In case 

of machine cleaning any residues must be immediately vacuumed up.. 

Basic cleaning:Basic cleaning:Basic cleaning:Basic cleaning:    

A manual or machine basic cleaning is only necessary if the ground shows strong, bonded soiling which can no 

longer be removed during the maintenance cleaning. Basic cleaners with pH of 3 – 11 are suitable. Before 

application we recommend to always test suitability in an unobtrusive place. As little as possible cleansing 

solution should be put down in sections, the moistened ground is worked on with a green pad and the dirty 

residues should be removed as quickly as possible. Afterwards neutralise with clear water (several times). After 

the ground has dried, an initial care (see initial care) should be carried out again. 
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HowHowHowHow we define: we define: we define: we define:    

    

Initial care Initial care Initial care Initial care         
After new application of the floor covering another protection is applied with cleansing material, this is the so-

called "sacrificial layer". The ground must be free of dirt and dust, therefore a maintenance cleaning is to be 

carried out before. 

Maintenance cleaningMaintenance cleaningMaintenance cleaningMaintenance cleaning    
Slightly adhesive soiling, e.g. liquid spots, which can no longer be removed by brushing or vacuuming, can be 

removed with a suitable cleaning material. Maintenance cleaning gives a fresh optical impression to your floor. 

The cleaners should not contain any coating substances. 

Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products: basic cleaner Exal 2000, manufacturer  Wetrok or equivalent.. 

Maintenance careMaintenance careMaintenance careMaintenance care    
The middle layer which protects the varnish against damages is revitalised. The ground must be free from any 

pollution or soiling (carry out maintenance cleaning first), as nursing materials do not contain any cleaning 

substances 

Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products: Mepol HX gloss, Mepol HM mat, manufacturer  Wetrok or equivalent.. 

Recommended productsRecommended productsRecommended productsRecommended products permanent permanent permanent permanent:::: pleyers. WB 800 gloss or mat manufacturer porviva or equivalent.. 

Basic cleaningBasic cleaningBasic cleaningBasic cleaning    
This removes firmly adhesive soiling which can no longer be removed during maintenance cleaning. Old 

nursing materials are also removed. Afterwards a first care is necessary in order to ensure that the floor 

achieves the required gloss and has the necessary protection.   

Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products:Recommended products: Mepol HX gloss, Mepol HM mat, manufacturer Wetrok or equivalent.. 

 

Frequency of care and cleaningFrequency of care and cleaningFrequency of care and cleaningFrequency of care and cleaning    

Type of wearType of wearType of wearType of wear    
Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance Maintenance 

cleaningcleaningcleaningcleaning    
MainMainMainMaintenance caretenance caretenance caretenance care    Basic cleaningBasic cleaningBasic cleaningBasic cleaning    

ModerateModerateModerateModeratelylylyly    stressed floorsstressed floorsstressed floorsstressed floors    everyeveryeveryevery 4 4 4 4----7 days7 days7 days7 days    2 times per year2 times per year2 times per year2 times per year    everyeveryeveryevery 24 month 24 month 24 month 24 monthssss    

Medium Medium Medium Medium strongly stressed floorsstrongly stressed floorsstrongly stressed floorsstrongly stressed floors    everyeveryeveryevery 2 2 2 2----4 days4 days4 days4 days    6 times per 6 times per 6 times per 6 times per yearyearyearyear    everyeveryeveryevery 12 month 12 month 12 month 12 monthssss    

Strongly Strongly Strongly Strongly stressed floorsstressed floorsstressed floorsstressed floors    everyeveryeveryevery 1 1 1 1----2 days2 days2 days2 days    12 times per 12 times per 12 times per 12 times per yearyearyearyear    everyeveryeveryevery 6 mont 6 mont 6 mont 6 monthhhhssss    

 

 

 

 

 

Our technical recommendations in verbal or written form are given to the best of our knowledge and experience. 

However, they remain non-binding and does not release you form your own responsibility of checking the 

suitability of the recommended products for the intended application and use. 
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manufacturermanufacturermanufacturermanufacturer::::    

porviva gmbh 

Adamsmühle 1 

52146 wuerselen / germany 

fon. +49 (2407) 568 303 0 

fax. +49 (2407) 568 303 30 

web. www.porviva.com  

mail. info@porviva.com 

 

 

technical departmenttechnical departmenttechnical departmenttechnical department::::    

Dipl.- Ing. Gerd J. Pleyers 

mail. gerd@porviva.com 

fon. +49 (2407) 568 303 0 

 

    

    

Contact details for recommended productsContact details for recommended productsContact details for recommended productsContact details for recommended products    
    

products:products:products:products: (permanent care) pleyers. WB 800 gloss and mat 
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products:products:products:products: (basic cleaner) EXAL 2000, (care) Mepol HX gloss, Mepol HM mat 
 

Wetrok GmbH 

Maybachstraße 35 

51381 Leverkusen - Germany 

fon: +49 (02171) 398-0 

fax: +49 (2171) 398-142 

web: www.wetrok.de 

mail: service-leverkusen@wetrok.com 

 

products:products:products:products: (Microfibre swab Item No. 33100102 Ultra 50 cm Premiumquality Standard and other cleaning tools)  

 

 

Kruse Reinigungstechnik und Hygienebedarf GmbH & Co. KG 

Im Camisch 5 

D-07768 Kahla 

fonl: +49 36424 78 09 13 

fax: +49 36424 78 09 20 

web: www.reinigungsberater.de (Onlineshop) 

mail: kontakt@reinigungsberater.de 

 


